The Paramount Drive-In would like to thank you for visiting our theatre. Below we have listed our Rules which
are designed to provide a pleasant and safe environment for all of our customers.


All admission tickets sold will be for a single showing only. Guests must depart the drive-in at the conclusion
of the movie.



Larger size vans, trucks, and tall SUV's will be required to park in the designated back rows. Raised
hatchbacks must be tied down to roof level. Theatre staff will provide twine and they also have final
authority as to where you may park.



The speed limit is 5 MPH. Please observe this for the safety of everyone.



Horn honking WILL NOT be allowed.



All vehicles must park within a marked parking stall.



Each vehicle is entitled to one parking space. If you are sitting outside of the vehicle, do not occupy another
parking space. We ask that you place chairs between your vehicle and the screen.



You MAY NOT sit, or place any object, on the roof of your vehicle as it is unsafe and will obstruct the view of
the patrons behind you.



You MAY NOT leave your car running while watching the movie due to the fumes being harmful to people
around you.



We feature Dolby Digital radio sound. You may bring a portable radio if you would like, but you can only
tune in to the movie station of the appropriate screen you are viewing.



Show consideration for the guests parked around you. Do not use loud voices, horns, radios, or any type of
sound loud enough to disturb other guests.



Obscene language WILL NOT be tolerated.



Drugs, Alcoholic beverages, or any type of controlled substances are NOT ALLOWED on the Drive-In
property.



No vehicle lighting is allowed while the movies are being shown. Headlights, parking lights, and interior lights
must remain off.



You MAY NOT leave and return. Once you leave the drive-in, you will have to pay to re-enter.



Shoes & shirts must be worn at all times in the snack bar and on the grounds for safety purposes.



Switching between screens is NOT ALLOWED.



No cooking, grilling, or any type of food preparation is allowed on drive-in property.



Laser pointers are not allowed. Any person found with a laser pointer will be asked to leave immediately
with no refund.



We show the movies rain or shine, therefore, we do not offer rain checks when it does rain.



Anyone attempting to conceal another person in a vehicle will be asked to leave immediately with no
refund.



Animals are not allowed anywhere on drive-in property with the exception of service animals.



The use of any type of recording device during the movie presentation is illegal and violators are subject to
arrest.



Any type of sales or solicitations on drive-in property is strictly prohibited.



All guests are asked to retain their ticket stubs and must present them to management or Security upon
request.
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